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Abstract - A lower Miocene glaciomarine sequence was recovered in the lowermost 90 m 
of (lie CRP-1 core from McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Palaeoniagnetic studies were 
conducted to constrain the chronology of the core and to enable comparison with other 
records from the Antarctic margin and the Southern Ocean. Thepalaeomagnetic behaviour 
is generally stable and magnetite appears to be the dominant remanence carrier. A clear 
polarity zonation has been obtained, although a zone of mixed polarity between 143 and 
148 metres below sea floor (mbsf) is probably remagnetised. For the interval from 43 - 143 
inbsf. diatom biostratigraphy, ^ArI3Ar dating and s7Sr/s6Sr atios provide constraints on 
correlations of the magnetostratigraphy with the magnetic polarity timescale (MPTS). The 
constraints imposed by the relevant data sets are not mutually consistent, therefore several possibilities exist for 
correlation with the MPTS. Our preferred correlation indicates that the record from 43 - 143 mbsf ranges in age from 
21.5 Ma at the base to 17.5 Ma immediately beneath an unconformity at c. 43 mbsf, with as much as 2 m.y. missing 
in an unconformity beneath lodgement diamictite at 124.2 mbsf. 
INTRODUCTION 
The transition from greenhouse conditions of the 
Cretaceous to "ice-house" conditions of the late Cenozoic 
was made possible by thermal isolation of the Antarctic 
continent (Kennett, 1977). Thermal isolation resulted from 
middle Eoccne to Oligocene plate movements which 
enableddeep ocean circulation to develop around Antarctica 
through seaways south of Australia and South America 
(Lawver et al., 1992). Despite the importance of the events 
that led to the onset of Antarctic glaciation, and their 
impact on the subsequent development of Earth's present 
climate system, the precise timing and nature of Antarctic 
cryosphere development are still poorly understood (e.g., 
Barrett. 1991). The aim of the Cape Roberts Project is to 
recover sedimentary records from the Ross Sea margin, 
Antarctica, in order to investigate the onset of Antarctic 
glaciation and the history of rifting in the Ross Sea (Cape 
L 
Roberts Science Team, 1998a). 
The first phase of drilling at Cape Roberts was carried 
out in the austral spring of 1997 (at 77OS, 163.8OE). 
Drilling of the CRP-1 core was prematurely terminated 
and core was recovered only to a depth of 147.69 metres 
below sea floor (mbsf). A thicker than expected sequence 
of Quaternary and Miocene glaciomarine sediments was 
recovered (Cape Roberts Science Team, 1998a), and, 
although strata were not recovered from the targetted 30 
to 100 Ma aee ranee. the core is useful for develoninp a 
more accurate picture of early Miocene Antarctic glacial 
activity. 
In this paper, palaeomagnetic results are presented 
from the CRP- 1 core which, together with biostratigraphy 
and radiometric dating, place Miocene glacial activity at 
the site within a temporal framework that enables 
comparison with other sites. Initial results (Cape Roberts 
Science Team, 1998b) were obtained during the drilling 
season in apalaeomagnetic laboratory that was established 
specifically for the Cape Roberts Project at McMurdo 
Station (CapeRobertsScienceTeam, 1998a). Somesamples 
required the sensitivity of a cryogenic magnetometer or 
were mechanically unsuitable for analysis with a high 
speed spinner magnetometer, and were not fully analysed 
until after the drilling season. The additional palaeomagnetic 
data allow refinement of the polarity zonation, and new 
rock magnetic results provide additional constraints on the 
polarity zonation of part of the core. The results presented 
here supercede previous results (Cape Roberts Science 
Team. 1998b), which wereinherently preliminary innature. 
METHODS 
SAMPLING 
The Quaternary interval of the CRP-l core (19 - 
U L 43 mbsf) consists of dominantly coaise-giained lithofacies 
( i ~icl~iding diamictons) which are poorly consolidatecl a~icl 
Iiighly fract~lred. This part of the core was not sa~nl>lecl for 
p:~laeo~nagnetic st~ldies. Preliminary biostratigsa~~hic 
:111:11yses indicated that the remainder of the core (43 - 
147.69 mbsf) is early Miocene (c. 17.5 - 22.3 Ma) i11 age 
(c  'ape Roberts ScienceTeam, 1998b). TheMioceile interval 
is tilore consolidated and less fractured than the Q~~ater~iary  
i~iterval and is ge~lesally dominated by finer-grai~ied 
litliofacies. All of the palaeoinag~letic samples disc~~ssed 
i l l  (his paper are fron1 the lower interval. 
Standard palaeoinagnetic samples (25 mni dialneter X 
22 mnl height) were drilled from the working half of the 
CRP-l core using a modified drill press. The cores were 
oriented with respect to vertical, b ~ ~ t  azimuthal orientation 
\4/:1s not maiiltained because of frequent core breaks. The 
lack of azimuthal orientation does not pose a proble~n for 
~~i~~g~letostratigraphic studies because the field has a steep 
inclination at the high latitude of the CRP-l site, and 
paIaeon1agnetic inclination is sufficient to ~lniquely 
clcter~nine the polarit>/. 
The CRP-l core was sampled at 0.5 In intervals in 
ordei- to minimise the possibility of not detecting short 
polarity intervals. As noted above, the time interval 
represented by CRP-l was estimated to be 17.5 - 22.3 Ma. 
111 this period> the shoi-test polarity inter\~als occur between 
21.7 and 24.2 Ma and have a duration of 50 - 300 k.y. 
(Cande & Kent> 1995). For a uniform sedin~entation rate, 
the above strategy wo~ild result in a spacing of 30 - 35 k.y. 
between sanlples. However, the sedimentation rate is not 
ilecessarily uniform and the desired sail~pling interval was 
not always achieved because the litho!ogy was not always 
s~iitable. Tlle lower sampling resolution in these intervals 
co~lld cause probleins if they correspond to portions of the 
inagiletic polarity time scale (MPTS) that have high reversal 
frequency, such as the period fi-oin 21.7 to 24.2 Ma. 
One li~lndred and sixty-six samples were collected 
from the interval between 58.80 and 147.65 nlbsf. Fourteen 
pairs of samples, each separated sti-atigraphically by a few 
cm, were collected at regular intervals from varying 
lithofacies tl~roughout he core. These samples wese used 
for apilot s t ~ ~ d y ,  which was aimed at determining the most 
suitable demagnetisation technique for routine treatment 
of the samples, as disc~~ssed below. 
Diamictites are comnlon between 58.80 and 
147.65 inbsf. Whenever possible, samples were selected 
from fine-grained horizons; however, there was often no 
alternative but to sample diamictites or sandstone- 
don~inated lithofacies. Tlle diamictite matrix is often silt- 
sized and is: therefore, potentially useful forpalaeon~agnetic 
 study^ However, very coarse sand grains, granules and 
pebbles within samples from diamictites pose a problem 
because the deposition of such large particles wo~ild be 
controlled by gravitational rather than nlagiletic forces. 
Thus, their orientation cannot be expected to represent the 
geomagnetic field at; or near, the time of depositioil. This 
problein would be most severe for stro~lgly nlagnetic basic 
igneous material> which is a cosnnlon clast constituent in 
the core, The possible psesence of such grains means that 
care sho~lld be taken in interpreting palaeomagnetic data 
from coarse-grained intervals. 
MEASUREMENTS 
At McMurdo Station, all nleasLlreinellts o l. ~iat  I I W I  
renlanent magnetisation (NRM), incl~iding nieasurelnc~its 
after each stepwise alternating field (AF) ancl t l icr~i~i~l 
demagnetisation step, were perforn~ed wit11 an A G l ( ' 0  
JR-SA spini~esmagneton~eter(CapeRoberts Scie~icc'l 'c:~~i~. 
1998a). Approximately 20% of the sa~nples wcrc cithc~, 
too friable or too weakly mag~letised to measuse \vitIi this 
magnetometer. These samples were iiieas~lred ;lftcr tlic 
drilling season with a 2G Enterprises c ~ - y o g e ~ ~ i c  
magnetonleter with in-line AF deinagnetisatio~~ i 11Rotiic. 
An additional 15 samples were measured after thc c i ~ . i l  ing 
season with asi~nilarsystem atthe University of Califosni:~. 
Davis (UCD). 
For the pilot study. one sample from each set of '~~ai~~ecl  
sanlples was subjected to stepwise AFden~agnet is~l t io~~ at 
steps of 5> 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 inT; 1-0s sonic 
samples. some of the following steps were added: 35.45, 
60,70,80,90, and l00 mT. The corresponding sa~nple  W;IS 
subjected to thermal demagnetisation in 40Â incscn~e~its 
from 80Â° to 6OO0C. After each thermal demagnetisatio~i 
step, the magnetic susceptibility was measured to  ~iio~iitor 
for thernlal alteration. F~lrther heating was abando~~ed if '  
the susceptibility increased by inore than about 30%: with 
concomita~lt loss of coherence i11 the palaeo~nag~letic 
signal. 
Detailed rock magnetic s t ~ ~ d i e s  were cond~lcted on the 
AF-deinagi~etised samples. Some rock magnetic st~ldies 
were conducted on chips or 011 powder samples fro111 off- 
cuts that were taken during sampling. Magnetic properties 
are reported here insofar as they are relevant to 
understanding palaeomagnetic behaviour and the 
lnagnetostratigraphy. A more detailed presentatioil of the 
magnetic properties is given elsewhere (Sagnotti et al., 
this volume). 
After AF demagnetisation, samples were routinely 
given an isothei-mal remanent magnetisation (IRM) wit11 
nlaximum inducing fields of l T. The IRMIT was then 
demagnetised with back-fields of 5, 10,20,30,40> SO, 60, 
80,100, and 300 mT. These measurements were performed 
to deternline the coel-civity of I-ema~ience (Bc,.) and the 
S-ratio (-IRM.o~3T/IRMlT). These parameters provide 
information about the bulk coercivity of the magnetic 
assemblage and are tl~es-efoi-e ~iseful in uilderstaiiding the 
magnetic mineralogy (e .g . ,  King & Channell, 199 l ;  
Vei-osub & Roberts, 1995). IRMIT and the low-field 
ROCK MAGNETISM 
Tlle 111agnetic haracteristics of tllc re cove^-ed sediments 
vasy wit11 depth in the col-e (Fig. l) .  111 general, zones of 
high K ; ~ I S O  have high IRMl.r, l~igli S-ratios and low values 
of BC.. 'I'llis suggests that tile Iligll K zones are do~ninated 
by 10~1-coercivity ferriinagnetic grains. Conversely, zones 
of low K 11ave low IRMIT, low S-ratios> and high values of 
BC,.. This suggests that the low K zones are doniinated by 
high-coercivity magnetic phases. The magnetic property 
variations (Fig. l )  may be partially co~itrolled by 
fluct~lations in the position of glacier termini; as suggested 
by Sag~lotti et al. (this volunie)~ altho~lgl~ other factors are 
PI-obably also in~portant. 
PALAEOMAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR 
All sa~nples from the CRP- 1 core display a significant 
sub-vertical; drilling-i~~duced magnetic ovel-print (Fig. 2). 
Sucli overprints are common in drill cores and were 
routinely observed in the nearby CIROS- l core (Wilson et 
:I!.. l9OX). Ovc~pritits t l i i i t  : I I ~  s ~ ~ f ~ i c i e ~ i t l y  stro~ig t o  
cotiiplctcly t~c;magnc~tisc sc(Iimciits IILIVC co~iipro~liisecl 
l ~ : ~ l : ~ c o ~ l ~ : ~ g ~ ~ ~ t i c  st~idics ~issociatc(l wit11 t11eOcea1i llrilling 
I'rogr:1111 for many years ( r . , ~ , .  f<ol>erts ct al., 1996: Fuller 
et al., 1008). Oil tlic otlier l1a1id. i f  the clrilli~~g-i~~(lt~cecl 
ovcs1>ri1it (lots not complc~ely ren~agnetisc the S ~ I I I I I ~ C ,  
tl1c11 the co1isistc11tly siccp. t~pwarcl orientatio~i of' t11e 
(>vesprint proviclcs u11211nl>iguo~ts evicle~ice tl~at neither the 
core nor tlic s:~~nplcs liave hect~ mistakenly inverted at any 
stage. 
The clrilli~~g-i~iclt~cccl ov rprin~ is p:~rtict~larly strong in 
the high cocrcivit)~ ~ o ~ i c s  ancl us~~a l ly  coniprises 75 - 85% 
of t11c NRM (Fig. 221 & k). This ~nakes it diff ic~~lt  to isolate 
21 stable cll~~r;~ctcristic rcmanence co~nponent~ partic~ilarly 
wit11 AF clc~i i ;~g~~et is :~t io~~,  ancl, i l l  general. tl~ermal 
c l e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ l c t i s : ~ t i o ~ l  appears to be more effective in  
deterini~iing the l~olarity of t11e characteristic renlancncc 
for these interv~~ls (e.g. Fig. 2a). Tl~es~nal  den~ag~~etisation 
was therefore ~iseci for Inany of the sainples fro111 these 
zones. 
The tiiag~~etic bellavio~~r of samples froin the relatively 
low coercivity zones (Fig. 2b-d, 11-J & 111-0) indicates that 
the magnetic carriers are more stable than in the high 
coercivity zones> altl~ougl~ the behaviour varies somewhat 
with litl~ology. FOI- ~nany of the paired sainples f ron~  the 
low coercivity zo11es: there is close agreen~ent between the 
characteristic reinanence directions identified by AF and 
thermal de~nagnetisation (e.g., Fig. 2i & J). Moreover; in 
most cases, AF demagnetisation at 5 or l0  1nT is sufficient 
to reniove the drilling-induced overprint. Given that the 
palaeoniagnetic be l~av io~~r  of these samples is usually 
straightform~ard, all other samples fi-om these intervals 
were treated wit11 AF delnagnetisation. In a few cases, 
there is a relatively large drilling-ind~iced o\~erprint for 
F;<?. I - Litl~olo~ical s~~bdivision a d clo\vn-core variatioi~s in magnetic p~-ol~e~ties for the CRP- l core. i l~c l~~ding  111a~netic s~~sceptibility ( K ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ) .  IRM 
(at l T). S-ratio. and coercivity of semanence (Bcr). See text for disc~~ssiol~.  
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Fig. 2 - Vectoi- coinpoiient diagrams of de~na~netisation behaviour of representative samples from tlie CRP-l col-e: (0) thermal denlagnetisation of 
a sample from 62.91 mbsf: AF  de~nagiietisation of sainples froni (h) 96.92 mbsf. (c) 100.39 nibsf. and (d)  104.93 mbsf: comparison of tl~erinal :~nd 
AF de~nagnetisation of samples from (e) 105.13 and 105.18 inbsf, I-espectively: AF den~agnetisation of sanlples from (g) 106.32 mbsf and ( 1 1 )  
110.5 l ~nbsf: comparison of thermal and AF demagnetisation of samples froin ( i )  112.70 and (j) 112.90 ~nbsf. respectively: thermal demagnetisation 
of a sample from ( k )  1 14.01 mbsc and AF demagnetisation ofsa~nples fi-on1 (l) 120.10 n~bsf, ( 1 7 1 )  131. l l mbsf. ( 1 1 )  135.90 mbsf. and (0) 143.73 inbsf. 
samples from the low coercivity zones. Even though it is by the drilling-induced overprint than to use the apparently 
difficulttoidentifyacharacteristicremanencecomponent stable, but possibly erroneous ( i . e . ,  completely 
in some of the AF-demagnetised data (Fig. 20,  it is not remagnetised), thermal demagnetisation data. 
clear whether thermal demagnetisation enabled adequate A few samples in the pilot st~ldy exhibited anomalous 
removal of the drilling-induced overprint (Fig. 2e). 111 this palaeon~agnetic behaviour. Foi- example, a san~ple from a 
case> the choice of AF demagnetisation seems justified diamictite unit at 135.90 ~nbsf  (Fig. 2n) has a normal 
because it is preferable to have data that are compro~nised polarity drilling-induced ovei-print (0 - 5 mT)> a reversed 
polarity colnponelit (5 - l5 1nT) and a stable nor~ii:iI 
polarily corilponent (20 - 60  IT). We interpret this 1111.c~- 
con1po1~ctil ~iiagnetisation as arising fronl the preselicc of. 
one or11101.c: 1asts within the sedi111e11t ~natrix. 111 pi~rtic~~l:l~.. 
h e  rev~~~.scd polarity colnponent 11iay be d ~ l e  to the presence 
of a co;~~.sc:..grained (i.e., low coercivity) ig~ieo~ls clast t l i i ~ t  
is orie~itc(l with a dow~iward magnetisation. This s :~~ i~p le  
clenlo~~s~~~;ifes the n ecl to exercise ca~1tio11 in i~~terpreti~ig 
data fro111 coarse-grained lithofacies. 
Stal)lc palaeo~nag~~etic behavio~~r  is evident fro111 tile 
vector cotnponent plots of 140 of the 166 sa~nples. 
Characlcristic renlanence directions were deterinined ~lsilig 
best-fit li~icx thro~lgh the data points on vector coInpone1it 
diagra~iis (Fig. 2). Steep nor~nal polarity di1-ectio~~s were 
observccl 1'01- 75 stably nlag~ietised samples (e.g.$ Fig. 2b. 
c, i & j). a11d steep reversed polarity directions were 
obser~~ccl for 49 san~ples (e.g., Fig. 2a> 111 & 0); relnanence 
ciil-ectio~is Sor 7 samples were neither steep nor clearly of 
reversed o r  nor~nal polarity (e.g., Fig. 2g & h). Most of the 
samples with abnor~nally l o ~ 7  inclinations (e.g.$ Fig. 2g) or 
with 3-co~~ipo~ient niagnetisations (e.g., Fig. 21 & n) are 
from dia~i~ictites and contain small dolei-ite clasts. The 
 nagn net is at ion of these samples is probably dominated by 
h4AGNETIC POLARITY STRATIGRAPHY 
A ~nag~ietic polai-it)! zo11atio11 for the 1on~e1- 90 111 of the 
CRP-l core is show11 in fig~lre 3. The 1101:lrity record can be 
divided illto fo~w nlagnetozones: a ~ i  Llppel- interval 01- 
p~-edo~ni i ia~~tIy  reversed polarity ( 4  1 ~libsf, Rl) ;  a 
predominantly 11or111al pola~ity i11terva1 from 8 1 - 124 11ibs1. 
(Nl), wit11 2 tIli11 reversed polarity i~~tervals at c. 106 a~icl 
l 18 lnbsf> respectively; asecond interval ofre~~ersedpolarity 
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145.85 rnbsf 
between 124 and 143.8 mbsf (R2); and an interval of mixed 
polarity at the base of the record, between 143.8 and 
147.65 mbsf (Ml). A single stable, but low inclination (30'1, 
sample at 110.5 mbsf may indicate a thin reversed polarity 
interval. The interval around this sample from l l 0  to 
112.5 mbsf also contains several stable intesmediate to low 
angle no~mal p01a1-ity samples. This interval may represent 
a geomagnetic excursion. The question mark in figure 3 
indicates uncel-tainty in the interpretation of this interval. 
Initial results indicated that the reversal frequency was 
high in M1 and additional sa~nples were collected to give 
an average sample spacing of l 3  cm. Despite this close 
spacing, many polarity zones are represented by single 
samples. Almost all of the data for this interval are from 
stably magnetised samples with unambiguous vector 
endpoints (an expanded view is shown in Fig. 4). Possible 
intespretations of the polarity zonation are discussed below. 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE BASAL PART 
OF THE CRP- l RECORD 
Detailed rock magnetic investigations of the lower 
part of the CRP-l record were undertaken to assist 
intespretation of the mixed polarity zone (Ml). There is a 
marked alternation in magnetic properties that nlatclles 
the polarity alternations (Fig. 5) .  In general, reversed 
polarity zones are chasacterised by relatively low coercivity 
(low Bcr and high S-ratios) as well as by high IRM and K, 
while normal polarity zones are characterised by high 
coercivity (high BC, and low S-ratios) as well as by low 
IRM and K. This co~~espondence b tween polarity and 
magnetic properties is not observed in the polarity zones 
abox~e 143.8 mbsf (c$ Figs. l & 3). 
Thermomagnetic analyses were conducted to dete~mine 
the magnetic mineralogy in the CRP-l core; however, 
Fig. 5 - Down-core variations in magnetic properties for the lower 5 111 of lhc CR1'- 1 core: ( (0  ineliiiiilion. witli polarity lodkblack = 1101-111al polarity, 
white=i'cversedpolarity): ( l~ )coerc iv i tyof rc~ i ia~~c~~ce  (B r): (c) S-ratio: ( ( I )  IRM at 1 T(IRM 1.r): and ( ( z )  magnetic susccplil'iility ( K ) .  Note that polarity 
dataareonly shown forthesamples forwhich cosrespondiiig rock magneticdata were ohiained. Not all ol'thc samples were analysed for rock magnetic 
studies, therefore the polarity pattern is not as detailed as in figures 3 and 4. 
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The data from 147.65 mbsf a r e  
dominated by paramagnetic phases 
which prevent identification of the 
magnetic cai-riei-(S). Magnetite is the 
only magnetic mineral indicated for 
the other samples. 
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Fig. 7 - Plot of Mrs/Ms versus Bcr/Bc (cf. Day et al.. 1977) for samples 
from the CRP-1 core. Data cluster together for the high K and low K 
zones, respectively. hut are more variable for the mixed polarity zone at 
the base of the core. See text for discussion. 
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most of the samples display a 11T decay in magnetisation 
(even at low applied fields of 27 mT), which indicate? the 
dominance of paramagnetic material such as clay minerals 
(e.g., 147.65 mbsf; Fig. 6). This makes it difficult to 
identify the main magnetic carrier. Unambiguous evidence 
concerning magnetic mineralogy was obtained only from 
the high K zones of figure 1. In each case, the thermo- 
magnetic behaviour is clearly consistent with that of 
magnetite, with a Curie temperature of c. 580Â° (105.90, 
132.78 and 143.37 mbsf; Fig. 6). The only interpretable 
sample from the mixedpolarity interval (143.37 mbsf) has 
reversed polarity, low coercivity, high IRM,T and high K. 
We have been unable to identify the magnetic mineral that 
dominates the high coercivity normal polarity zones in 
magnetozone M l .  
Hysteresis data are also variable for the lowermost 
part of the core. The hysteresis parameters do not vary as 
distinctly as the parameters shown in figure 5 and they do 
not correspond as clearly with polarity. However, they 
are markedly different and more variable than those of the 
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rest of the CRP-1 core (I-'ig. 7) .  Above 143.8 rnhsf, the 
hysteresis data from tlie higli K /ones arc ilomi11atci.l by 
magnetite which occurs in  a fairly narrow grain s i ~ e  rangc 
(<:/: Day et al.. 1977). M,/M, and I?,,/Br values arc higher 
in  the low K zones than in the high K zones. These values 
may suggest a higher degree o l  oxidation in the low K 
/.ones. In contrast. the hysteresis datii from the lower part 
ol'the CRP-I core inclicate variation across a much larger 
i inge of domain states. Such large variations i n  domain 
slate, and probably mineralogy, could have important 
implications for the polarity record of this part of the 
('RP-1 core. 
DISCUSSION 
The polarity zonation shown in  figure 3 is based on 
interpretation of stepwise demagnetisation data that pass 
strict stability criteria. While no rigorous statistical analysis 
has been performed on the inclination-only data, the 
reversed and normal polarity data appear to be antipodal 
( i .e. ,  they probably pass a reversals test). Field tests for the 
agc of' ini~~:~ictisatio~i iirC (iil'ficiilt to apply t o  ( ~ ) i . n l  
sequences, lint tln~ shallow inclintitioiis observed 111 t 1 1 ( ~  
(iiamictitcs could i~uiiriile ii positive conglo~iienilr Icsl, 
The polarity iiitcrviils iire not rclateil to lithologic l ' c i i t~~~vs:  
the lx~ii~icliiries between polarity zones occur  iilmosi 
exclusively within lithologic units rather than ill 
lithostratipaphic breaks o r  at cycle boundaries (liig. IS ) .  
Tlms, the present study wiu~cints a magnetostrat igi'iipliii~ 
quality ranking (c/: Opdykc & Chan~iell. 1996) 01.8 (and 
possibly 9 if tlie congoiiieratc test is considered viili0) oiil 
of 10. which is as high as can reasonably be expected. 
Given the above factors. the palaeomagnetic data Iron1 
the core can be interpreted in terms of geomiiynctic 
polarity and an interpretation of the polarity of the  ('RP- l 
core with respect to tlie MPTS is plotted in figure S. I:or thc 
purpose of eorrchition with the MPTS. the polarity record 
has been divided into the four niagnetozones shown i n  
figures 3 and 8. Due to the variable natureof thelithol'i~cies, 
it is likely that there are large fluctuations in sedimentation 
rate. Therefore, the thicknesses of the identified 
magnetozones cannot be directly compared to the duration 
of polarity chrons. 
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Fig. 8 - Correlation of the CRP-l magnetic polarity zonation with the magnetic polarity timescale (MPTS) of Cande & Kent (1 995) and Berggren et 
al. (1995). Black denotes normal polarity. white denotes reversed polarity and cross-hatching indicates no data. Correlation is constrained by '"'ArIqAr 
dating (AI-A8). '"SrPSr ratios (Sl)  and diatom datums (D1-D6): the main diatom zonations are shown on the right hand side of the figure (from 
Harwood et al.. this volume). D1 = the absence of A. ingens. D. marc. and F. grossep: D2 = L 0  of T. p m ~ f r q o :  D3 = FCO of T. praefraga: D4 = L 0  
of S. spinossisiina: D5 = L 0  of C. rectus: and D6 = the absence of L. or i~c~ ta ,  P. oniiia. and R. gelida. Several different correlations with the MPTS 
are considered (see text for discussion). 
DIATOM 13 IOSTRATIGRAPHY 
ThC (liiitom flora from the CRP-l core include species 
from tlic Thalmiosira praefraga and Stephano/~j~.xis 
.s,r7inosix.siiiia Zones, which suggests that the lower 104 m 
of thecorc is of early Miocene age (see Harwood et al.. illis 
volume). Several diatom datums more closely constrain a 
possible correlation to the MPTS. These include: the last 
occurrences (LO) of Cavitatus rectiis (D5, Fig. 8 )  and 
Stephano/)~,.xis pinosissima (D4, Fig. 8) at c. 145 and 
141.5 inbsl', respectively, the first common occurrence 
(FCO)of7'. praefraga (syn. T.ficigci) at 102.2 - 103.4 mhsf 
(D3, Fis. 8) and the L 0  of T. prc~efrc(gci at 58.8 - 60.0 mbsf 
(D2, Fig. 8). The L 0  of S. spinosissima is known from the 
nearby MSSTS-1 core(syn. S. sp. A, Harwoodetal.. 1989; 
see Harwood et al.. this volume) to occur within Chrons 
C6AA ;incl C6A and the L 0  of C. recti/s occurs in C6An. 1 
or C6An.2. The FCO of T. praeft-cigci is reported to occur 
in Chron C6An at ODP sites 747 and 748 from the 
Kerguelen Plateau (Harwood & Maruyania. 1992: 
Harwood et al.. 1992: Harwood et al.. this volume). 
Further constraints on the age of the base of the core 
(1 48 mbsf) and the top of the Miocene interval (43 mbsf) 
are available from the absence of diatom species that are 
relatively common in the Southern Ocean (Harwood et al.. 
this volume). The absence of L. ornata, P. anina, and 
R. gelidci suggests that the base of the core is no older than 
c. 25 Ma (D6, Fig. 8) and the absence ofA. ingens, D. marc, 
and F. grossep from the uppermost Miocene interval of the 
core suggests that the strata immediately beneath the 
unconformity at 43 mbsf are no younger than c. 16 Ma 
( D l ,  Fig. 8) (Harwood et al., this volume). 
^ArPAr  DATING 
Disseminated pumiceous material occurs from 1 16 to 
117 mbsf in the CRP-1 core. It is reworked but is probably 
nearly in situ and a plateau -"'Ar/^Ar date of 18.4 k 1.2 Ma 
(A8, Fig. 8) on anorthoclase crystals (McIntosh et al., this 
volume) may provide a depositional age for this horizon. 
Although this date is imprecise, it constrains possible 
correlations to theMPTS (17.2 - 19.6 Ma) at l l 6  - 117 mbsf. 
Seven f ~ r t h e r ~ A r / ~ ~ A r  dates have been obtained from 
reworked volcanic clasts from four stratigsaphic horizons 
in the Miocene interval of the CRP- 1 core (Mclntosh et al., 
this volume). While reworked clasts do not provide direct 
age constraints, they can provide maximum age estimates 
because the age of the horizon containing the reworked 
clasts must be younger than the clasts. Each date is based 
on several single crystal analyses andlor whole rock 
plateau determinations. At c. 114 ~nbsf,  a single clast 
yielded a plateau ^AI-/^As date of 19.7 k 0.9 Ma (A7, 
Fig. 8), which suggests that this horizon is younger than 
20.6 Ma. At c. 104 mbsf, another single volcanic clast 
(most likely from the same source) yielded a precise 
^Ar/^Ar date of 19.3 ? 0.1 Ma (A6, Fig. 8) on individual 
anorthoclase crystals, which suggests that this horizon is 
younger than 19.4 Ma. Three separate dates were obtained 
from a horizon at c. 90 mbsf. A precise 40Ar/39Ar date of 
19.3 k 0.3 Ma (A3, Fig. 8) was obtained from individual 
anorthoclase crystals, while two whole rock 40Ar/39Ar 
plateau dctcrmin;itions of 17.9 -l:0.4 Mii ;ind 17.2k0.8 M a  
were obtained from clasts (A4  and AS, respectively, 
i g .  (S). I k ~ ~ ~ i i s e  whole rock nn;ilyses are less precise and 
less reliable lIi;in single crystal tletermina~ioris. we infer 
that this horizon (90 mhsl') must he younger than 1 9.6 M a  
and may be yo~ingcr than 17.9 Ma. Two further Â¥'oAr/-^Ai 
plateau dates wereobtained from clasts at c. 6 1 mbsf (17.3 
k 0.9 M a  and 1 <S. 1 k 0.7 Ma; A I and A2, respectively, 
I .  8).  These dates are imprecise, hut suggest that the  
horizon is younger than 18.2 Ma.  
Several ^Sr/^)Sr dates have been obtained from 
relatively unweathered and diagenetically unaltered pecten 
shells from c. 62 mbsf in the CRP-1 core (Lavelle, this 
volume). The mean age from four analyses is 18.7 k 
0.2 Ma (S l .  Fig. 8). If thedated shell material was deposited 
soon after death, and if the waters of McMurdo Sound 
were in equilibrium with the world ocean, the strontium 
ratios should yield an ii; situ age for this horizon. However, 
if the shell material was reworked. the ^Sr/^Sr date must 
be considered a maximum age, and it is only possible t o  
conclude that this horizon must be younger than 18.9 Ma. 
CORRELATION TO THE MPTS 
It is clear from figure 8 that there are discrepancies 
among the constraints imposed by the relevant data sets 
and that several possibilities must be considered when 
correlating the magnetic polarity stratigraphy of the CRP- 1 
core with the MPTS. In each case. compromises must b e  
made because there is no unique correlation that satisfies 
all constraints. Several possible correlations are discussed 
below and are summarised in figure 8. 
The solid black correlation line in figure 8 indicates a 
possible correlation to the MPTS in which it is assumed 
that all of the documented magnetozones in the CRP-1 
core have correlatives in the MPTS: this correlation is 
constrained only by the diatom da tum (producing average 
sedimentation rates of c. 201dm.y.). With theseconstraints, 
R1 can be correlated with Chrons C5Er through C5Dr, NI 
can be correlated with Chrons C6An.2n through C6n, and 
R2 can be con-elated with Chron C6Ar. This con-elation 
does not take into account the 40Ar/3'-'Ar and strontium 
isotope data. 
The strontium isotope date ( S l ,  Fig. 8) suggests 
that the upper part of the Miocene interval may be  
slightly older and that R1 may correlate with Chron 
C5Er. This interpretation is compatible with diatom 
datum D2, but it requires that the normal polarity 
sample at c. 75 mbsf does not represent a real polarity 
zone in the MPTS. The palaeomagnetic behaviour of 
this sample is good, and it may represent a short 
polarity excursion that was not resolvable on the marine 
magnetic anomaly profiles on which the MPTS of 
Cande & Kent (1995) is based. 
Neither of the preceding correlations satisfy the 
maximum age constraints from the 40Ar/39Ar dating of 
reworked volcanic clasts or the in situ age of the 
disseminated pumice at 116 - 117 mbsf. These dates 
suggest that the core is up to c. 1.5 m y .  younger than was 
inl'crrecl from the other data sets and that it has a liiglier 
average sedimentation rate, perhaps as high as 70 m/m.y. 
(grey dashed correlation line in Fig. 8). In this correlation. 
the short normal polarity interval in R1 and both short 
reversed polarity intervals in N1 are assumed to be 
excursions that were not documented in the MPTS of 
Cande & Kent (1995), and NI is correlated to Chron 
( '5En. This con-elation eitherrequires that the shell material 
dated by strontium isotopes (S 1) was reworked from older 
strata or that the waters of McMurdo Sound were not in 
c(qui1ibriun1 with the world ocean. It also requires that the 
I C O  of T. praefraga occurs more than 1 111.y. later at the 
CRP-l  site than is expected from Southern Ocean 
observations. A more satisfying correlation, using the 
'('Arl3Ar constraints, is depicted by a solid grey line in 
figure 8. Here, thereversedpolarity interval at c. 106 mbsf, 
which is at least 2 m thick, is correlated with Chron C5Er. 
while the normal polarity ofN1 above this level is correlated 
with Chron C5En and the normal polarity of N l  below this 
level is correlated with the upper part of Chron C6n. This 
interpretation also requires that the strontium isotope date 
is not reliable and that the FCO of T. praefraga is younger 
than in the Southern Ocean. 
In both of the latter correlations, as constrained by 
40Ar/39Ar dates, it is likely that R2 correlates with Cl~ron 
C6Ar and that c. 2 1n.y. is missing in an unconformity at 
c. 124.2 mbsf. However, it cannot be ruled out that some 
of the upper part of R2 might correlate with Chron C6r. In 
either case, an additional sequence boundary must be 
placed at the unconformity at c. 124.2inbsf. Circumstantial 
evidence for a significant time gap at this unconformity 
includes an abrupt change in rock magnetic properties at 
124.2 mbsf (Sagnotti et al., this volume) and evidence that 
the diamictite immediately above 124.2 mbsf was formed 
by lodgement beneath grounded ice (van der Meer & 
Heimstra, this volume). 
If it is assumed that the mixed polarity zone in the 
lowermost 4 111 of the CRP-l core represents genuine 
geomagnetic field behaviour, then there appears to be a 
one-to-one reversal match with the 21 - 25 Ma interval of 
the MPTS (dark dotted correlation line in Fig. 8). The 
lower interval would therefore represent a condensed 
section with surprisingly low average sedimentation rates 
ofc. 1 11d1n.y. Despite the apparent one-to-one correlation 
of reversals with the MPTS in the mixed polarity zone, a 
sedimentation rate of 1 m1m.y. is as low as the lowest ever 
documented pelagic sedimentation rates (e.g., Berger, 
1974), which would be surprising in a glacion~arine 
environment. 
Inspection of demagnetisation data from M1 (Fig. 4) 
indicates that for all of the reversed polarity samples, a 
clear delineation can be made between the normal polarity 
drilling-induced overprint and the reversed polarity 
characteristic component. The reversed polarity data 
therefore appear to be reliable. However, such a clear 
delineation between the overprint and the norn~al polarity 
"characteristic" component is not so obvious for many 
samples from M1 ( e . g . ,  144.68 and 146.16 mbsf). 
Furthermore, the observation that normal polarities occur 
only in zones of low susceptibility within M1 (Fig. 5) 
suggests that these zones may be more prone I D  
rcmag~ietisation. The probable variations in i i ~ ; i j ~ , i i i . ~ l i ( '  
mineralogy. as suggested by the highly ~iwiable liystt'rcsis 
data from M1 (Fig,. 7). may account for the susccptihilily 
to remagnetisation in parts of the mixed polarity /.oiit'. 1 1  
should be noted. however, that not all of the samples I'rom 
the low K zones have ambiguous cIemag~lctis:ifio~i 
behaviour: there is clear evidence for an overprint ;nnl :I 
stable characteristic component for a transitional s;impli.~ 
at 145.27 mbsf and for a normal polarity sample ;II  
145.46 mbsf (Fig. 4). It is therefore possible 111iit the 
normal polarity zone at c. 145 mbsf may not h i v c  hi.~cn 
remagnetised. 
Given the observed correlation between polarity iind 
magnetic properties. it is reasonable to conclude t hiit p;ii.ts 
of the mixed polarity zone (M l )  are remagnetised (possibly 
due to drilling-induced effects). Furthermore. t h e  oneto .  
one match of polarities with the 21 - 25 Ma interval of the 
MPTS (dark dotted correlation line in Fig. 8) indicates thai 
the Oligocene-Miocene boundary should occur W i t  h in M 1 
(c/". Berggren et al., 1995), but Harwoodet al. (this volume) 
did not find an Oligocene flora from the base of the CRP 
1 core. Because of the above-described uncertainties. we 
refrain from interpreting the inagnetostratigrapl~y from 
this interval. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Samples from the Miocene interval of the CRP- 1 core 
are generally stably magnetised and magnetite appears to 
be the dominant remanence carrier. A magnetic polarity 
stratigraphy has been established for the lower 9 0  m oft  he 
CRP- 1 core, whichcan be used toconstrain thecl~ronology 
of glacial activity in the area. A zone of mixed polarity 
between 143.8 and 148 mbsf in the CRP-l core is probably 
remagnetised and is not interpreted in terms of 
magnetostratigraphy. 
Diatom biostratigraphy, -'0Arl-i9Ar dating and s7Sr/s6Sr 
ratios provide constraints on correlating the magnetic 
polarity stratigraphy of the CRP-l core with the MPTS. 
The constraints imposed by the relevant data sets are not 
mutually consistent, therefore several possibilities exist 
for correlation of the interval between 43 and 143 mbsf 
with the MPTS. Our preferred correlation indicates that 
this interval ranges in age from 21.5 Ma at the base to 
17.5 Maimmediately beneath theunconformity at c. 43 111, 
with an average sedimentation rate of c. 50 mIm.y., and 
with as much as 2 m y .  missing in an unconformity 
beneath lodgement diamictite at c. 124.2 mbsf. 
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